
      “Satan’s Ploy to Disturb and Corrupt the Church”
Romans 16:17-20

_______________________________________________________

The people of God must always be watchful of the enemy’s devises and attacks!

    
1.  The Nature of the Attack:   Satan Infiltrates the Church!  vv. 17-18    

    (1) The Occasion   (v.19)        “your obedience has become known to all”

          - A cause for rejoicing!     “Therefore I am glad on your behalf”

          - But certain others notice too!

    (2) The Agents:  “Teachers”                             “ those who cause divisions and offenses, 
           contrary to the doctrine which you learned”          
          -1- Their Profile:
 
 - they teach doctrine contrary to that which the Apostles taught
 - they do not serve the Lord Jesus Christ
 - they serve their own belly – fleshly considerations dominate them 

                  

          -2- Their Method: fleshly manipulation                  “by smooth words and flattering speech
            deceive the hearts of the simple”
 - smooth words
 - flattering speech   

    (3) The Damage                 
          -1- causing divisions – bad doctrine divides!!  
 - persons separating themselves from sound doctrine
      from the regular preaching and teaching of the word

 - failing to understand the proper place of the government of the 
church                  

          -2- causing offenses – 

2.  The Gospel Response                           v. 17
     “Now I urge you, brethren,
    (1) Identify them!                      note those who cause divisions and offenses,
                …and avoid them.”
          - “note”  Gk: skopeo – pay attention to, keep one’s attention on, watch out for
        KJV “mark them”        i.e., name names!

          

       (2) Avoid them! 

             - Let them have no part in the church or its instruction! 
             - Stay away from them!  Have nothing to do with them!

             Note: To respond thusly is to be “wise in what is good, 
                        and simple (“unmixed”) concerning evil.” (v.19)

   3.  The Sure Outcome:  Satan Crushed!      “And the God of peace             v. 20
               will crush Satan under your feet shortly.”
       (1) Our faithful God will crush Satan beneath our feet!

             - Satan is indeed the power behind all such promotion of false and infectious doctrine.
             - He comes “as an angel of light” peddling false and corrupting teaching.

       (2) Contingent upon a faithful and mature response!   
             - love for sound doctrine!
             - hatred for bad doctrine!

             - The only thing the enemy of our souls fears and respects:
   The Word of God believed and submitted to in the power of the Spirit

 It is our faithful God who guards the peace of His church!

         Further Application:


